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ABSTRACT
MIRIAM ELIZABETH ABADIE: Development Ethics—Ethical Questioning and Its
Place in International Development
(Under the direction of Robert Barnard)
Development Ethics is a field of applied ethics that deals with the ethical
questions involved in international development work. This study highlights one basic
question that a development ethicist might tackle: Do we, a wealthy nation, have an
obligation to help poor nations? To respond to this question, I consider and respond to
Gairett Hardin’s Lifeboat Ethics analogy to argue that we do have this obligation. To
further demonstrate that we do have an obligation to the poor, I highlight three different
moral theories: Utilitarianism, Kantian Ethics, and Care Ethics. It is important to
understand that Development Ethics, while based in philosophy, is also a practical
discipline. Therefore. I considered three models for ethically infoiTned international
development: the Peace Corps. International Remittances, and the World Health
Organization’s(WHO)DOTS program.
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I. Introduction
“The agenda of development ethics is...to apply ethical wisdom to enhance
human well-being and international development.”(Crocker 2001, 11)
Development Ethics is a branch of applied ethics created to tackle questions and
concerns that arise when confronting issues in development like: do we have an
obligation to help others? Wliy? Is our form of development hurting or helping those in
need? "Development” has many definitions and in the context of this paper development
IS

meant as a means to improving standards of living for those in need, specifically

through foreign aid spending, work by non-governmental organizations(NGOs)and
community based development. "Development should be understood ultimately not as
economic growth...but as an expansion of people's valuable capabilities and
functionings” (Crocker 2001, 4).
In this era of globalization, we are daily faced with a growing international outcry
for help. Economic inequalities span every comer of the globe. These inequalities affect
us all, but most importantly, the poor - the undemepresented majority of the world. These
disparities, however, do not only apply to the international arena, but also domestically.
within our own nation. The poor are everywhere, and likewise, so are the rich. With
such a great economic divide between those who have and those who have not, a question
arises: do we, the rich, have an obligation to help the impoverished? In this paper, I
argue yes.
There are many organizations (non-profit, non-govemmental, religiously
affiliated, volunteer groups) with the mission of implementing this obligation by
providing assistance or aid to those in need. Wlien trying to help the poor, there are no
clear solutions. Questions arise as to how we should help. How should we turn our

V
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obligation into action? How can we guarantee that our assistance is being the most
beneficial? The field of Development Ethics was created to address questions like these,
aflecting how people go about helping each other.
Among all of the possible questions that arise in development ethics, this paper
will focus mainly on one: Within the context of international development, do we, the
rich, have a moral obligation to help the poor? This is an important topic in development
ethics because of the implications of the answer. If we do not have an obligation to help
the poor, then there is no moral standard holding us to helping. But, if we do have

an

obligation, then we must determine how best to put our obligation into action. Once we
realize that we are obligated to help otliers, we must begin to act because by not acting on
our obligation, we are acting unethically. For this paper, I will speak from the peispective
of a citizen of a rich nation, namely, the United States.
One useful theoretical framework for discussing the moral issues raised by
development ethics is Lifeboat Ethics: An Argument Against Helping The Poor set in
1974 by Gairet Hardin. I begin by laying out Hardin’s ai-gument against helping the poor
and then present specific objections against Lifeboat Ethics. Hardin has written many
versions of Lifeboat Ethics that differ in the placement of the poor of the world, be they
all floating around the rich lifeboat or all in their own boats. For the puipose of this
paper, I will speak to the version that addresses the rich and poor, each in separate,
unequal lifeboats. As an academic response to Hardin, I discuss applications of three
moral theories: utilitarianism, Kantian duty-based ethics, and care ethics. I construct a
case in favor of the idea that we do have a moral obligation to others from conclusions
drawn from the arguments against Lifeboat Ethics and based on these three moral

theories. The final section of this essay outlines three real-life applications of
development ethics and how our moral obligation can be seen in practice. These
examples focus on development ethics that cover both the good and bad effects that can
come from development aid. By focusing on Labor Remittances, the World Health
Organization, and the Peace Corps. we can see a variety of development situations and
how ethical questions can be applied.
We first acknowledge that we have an obligation to help the poor. Once we reach
the conclusion that we have an obligation, development ethics then takes our obligation
tind helps to determine the most practical, beneficial, and ethical way to utilize our
development assistance.
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II.

Is There A Moral Obligation To Help the Poor?
The Lifeboat Ethics Response
Philosopher Gaixett Hardin uses a simple analogy in Lifeboat Ethics to argue his

case against providing help for the poor. He compares our ethieal choices to those
available to people after a shipwreck. Imagine the cruise liner you are riding aboard
suddenly sinks and there is only one available lifeboat. Some people are in the lifeboat;
others are swimming around the outside begging to be pulled in. \Vliat is the right thing
to do in this situation? Hardin argues that for those in the boat, there is no obligation to
help anyone outside of the boat. By helping others, the lucky few in the boat can only
hurt their chances of survival.
Hardin uses this basic analogy to show that because it would only be harmful
rather than helpful for those in the lifeboat to help those swimming outside, there exists
no moral obligation to help others. Hardin then fuithers the analogy by comparing the
world to his lifeboat situation: “If we divide the world crudely into rich nations and poor
nations, two thirds of them are desperately poor, and only one third comparatively rich
with the United States the wealthiest of all. Metaphorically each rich nation can be seen
as a lifeboat full of comparatively rich people.” (Hardin 1974, 1)
Now imagine that we, the present population of the world, are floating in the sea
after a shipwreck. Those living in wealthy affluent nations, comparable to the United
Slates, are drifting in spacious lifeboats. Those living in poor nations, coniparabl
eto
Malawi, North Korea, or Bolivia are constantly falling out of their own over
-crowded
lifeboats. Hardin writes,“We must recognize the limited capacity of any
oat. For
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example, a nation's land has a limited capacity to support a population...” (Hardin 1974.
1).
According to the analogy, each country’s lifeboat has a pre-designated “carrying
capacity"(Hardin 1974. 1) - a model that Hardin uses to mean the can-ying capacity of a
piece of land. A piece of land can only take so much wear and tear from human
inhabitation and crops before it can no longer provide economic and environmental
resources. Thus a piece of land can only “caiTy” a certain population because it can only
successfully provide for that number of people. This prescribed amount is the equivalent
of the lifeboat carrying capacity.
Imagine that in the American lifeboat, the carrying capacity of the boat is 60
people and it is only presently holding 50. This leaves a safety factor of 10 for flexibility.
A safety factor is similar to a savings account or an oil reserve. These things exist so
that, in case of an emergency like a natural disaster or economic crisis, we can recover
without too much stress. We are to imagine that America has not yet reached its caiTyins
capacity and as the wealthiest nation in the world, has a large safety factor, both spatially
and monetarily. Some people, however, have jumped out of their oveipopulated lifeboats
and are swimming around the richer boats, hoping to get pulled in or given help, (n this
way, the poor are trying to survive in their present conditions, but are also begging for
any help or “goodies” available from the rich boats. Hardin states, “so here we sit, say 50
people in our lifeboat. To be generous, let us assume it has room for 10 more, making a
total capacity of 60. Suppose the 50 of us in the lifeboat see 100 others swimming in the
water outside, begging for admission...”(Hardin 1974, 1).
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obligation for those in the boat to reach out to those outside? Hardin presents Us
three possible responses of how we could approach the lifeboat problem:

the

Marxist/Christian approach, second, the safety factor approach, and third, Hardjir
solution. Let us consider these alternative responses.
First, we could approach the lifeboat problem from a Marxist/Christian

(M/

point of view. Hardin lumps together the Marxist and the Christian in his article
Us
groups of people having the same thoughts on the lifeboat issue. They would
respond in a similar manner. Hardin feels the Marxist would say from each acc
cudi
to
his abilities, to each according to his needs," and the Christian would say that vv'e
"’""i be
“our brother’s keeper” (Hardin 1974, 1). This implies that both the Christian and
the
Marxist believe in an idea of equal distribution of wealth; there should be no one

'"‘'Oh.Us
considerably more than anyone else. Hardin believes that the M/C, seeing as ev
‘"’■yone
has equal needs, would try to incorporate all of the

poor into the rich lifeboat, greatly

surpassing the boat’s cairying capacity. Analogously, this idea translates into the
inhabitants of the rich boats dividing up everything they have equally for every singly
poor person in the world.
Hardin uses a numerical value based on a ratio of the population of rich

countries

to that of seven poor countries: Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Morocco, Pakistan,
Thailand and the Philippines. He says, in order for the M/C idea to occur, “each
American would have to share their available resources with more than eight people”
(Hardin 1974, 2). With this large influx of inliabitants into the boat, everyone would
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soon sink and drown. By having to disperse all of the present resources, there would not
be enough left for anyone and all of the inhabitants, new and old, would surely die.
We would be following Hardin’s M/C model for example, if in trying to relieve
the suffering of the most poverty stricken people of the world, the Americans transported
all of the poor into the United States to live. This would lead to a huge population rise.
creating an impossible amount of stress on the environment. By bringing in the poor of
the world, the United States would quickly deplete its resources and reserves, placing
Americans and immigrants in a fatal situation without enough food, water, or space to
survive. This approach is obviously not a viable solution.
Hardin’s second response to the lifeboat is the safety factor approach, which says
that the rich lifeboat could use its safety factor to accept 10 more poor people into its boat
without fear of drowning. If they have the capabilities to give aid to some countries, then
they should. However, Hardin sees several practical problems with this option. One,
how do we decide which country to help? Two, how can we discriminate between all of
the countries in need? Can this choice be determined by a first come first serve policy or
by giving to the most needy? And three, what do you say to those you do not help?
Because Hardin uses these questions as a justification for not giving aid to the poor, there
is a great deal of importance placed on their answers. Before we can help anyone in
need, we must decide on a way to choose who will receive aid. We have to create
requirements and standards to be met. But even after the recipients have been chosen,
someone still must decide what to say to those who cannot be helped.
Also, if we use our safety factor, we will have no wiggle room in case of an
impending emergency, for which Hardin claims we will “sooner or later pay dearly’’
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(Hardin 1977, 263). Thi.s means that by giving away our excess funds to those countries
in need, it is certainly inevitable that a natural disaster or an economic crisis will occur
that will require more than we will have, and because we have given away our entire
safety factor, we will no longer have the means to recover successfully. This approach
therefore is not a viable solution to the problem.
The third option, Hardin’s own solution, is that we could conserve our safety
factor and help no one outside of our boat, thus ensuring our survival. We just have to be
on the lookout constantly for “boarding parties”(Hardin 1977, 263). A boarding paity in
Hardin’s terms is a group of illegal immigrants. He is strongly against immigration
because the new inhabitants will utilize all of the resources reserved for current citizens.
The conclusion that Hardin wants us to draw is that we would have to keep all of our
excess funds and resources for ourselves while increasing the strictness of our
immigration laws in order not to allow foreigners into our country.
To Hardin, this is the only viable option. With the other two, our lifeboats are
sure to sink, either immediately as with the M/C approach or soon to come with some
unforeseen disaster as with the safety factor approach. Therefore, helping the poor is
detrimental to the survival of those in the rich boats. It is time to scrutinize Hardin’s
argument and to begin, we will look at the concept of a can-ying capacity.
Carrying Capacity
The National Research Council is a government funded American research group.
In their research, they have created a widely accepted practical definition of a can-ying
capacity, specifically to discuss environmental issues in the Florida Keys. In this case, a
can-ying capacity is an artificial value used by scientists or researchers that can be applied
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to an ecosystem as "the amount of use an area, resource, facility or system can sustain
without deterioration in quality” (National Reseai'ch Council 2002. 105). According to
the International Institute for Sustainable Development(USD), a reputable Canadian nonfor-profit organization, to understand a carrying capacity, we need to assume that the
environment, economic, social and cultural systems can only hold a finite number of
people before degrading. It is this point that indirectly measures the carrying capacity of
a nation (IISD.com 1995).
While the concept of a caiTying capacity for our ecosystem is a valid idea. Hardin
uses it as a proof for his ethical reasoning, but it places a few other ideas in jeopai'dy.
First, there is a carrying capacity for the US,some limit before the ecosystem begins to
break down. But who decides where that point lies? Garrett Hardin was writing his case
in 1974. At that time he believed that the United States had reached close to its carrying
capacity, or at least close enough to stop foreign aid and immigration. Now, thirty-four
years later, our population has increased significantly, but we have yet to collapse. The
United States Census Bureau states that in 1970 the population of the United States was
at around 203 million people and they project that the cun’ent population is around 303
million people, with a net increase of one person every 13 seconds (counting births,
deaths and migration). This has been an increase of approximately one hundred million
people. (US Census Bureau 2007) Hardin believed our caixying to capacity to have been
met in the 70’s, yet we are still going strong. Obviously his idea of the caiTying capacity
of the US was off, but who’s to say that anyone’s idea of some statistical result for our
caiTying capacity isn’t off?
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But perhaps when Hardin talks of a carrying capacity, he does not strictly mean a
liniit that, once reached, will cause the world to crumble spontaneously. He could mean
that once the carrying capacity is exceeded, the population will have to begin using
resources allocated for the future. For example, the United States has an oil reserve that
was being kept as a safety factor, something to not utilize until absolutely necessary. But,
for example, in 2000. President Clinton tapped into the US Emergency Reserve because
of worries due to high oil prices (The Associated Press 2000). This example shows how'
public policy can be directed towards the idea of a can'ying capacity and possibly
exceeding that.
If this example shows what Hardin is refeixing to by an exceeded carrying
capacity, then it is possible to say that once one limit of a carrying capacity is surpassed.
a new technology could be invented to provide a way to counteract this loss. For
example, say we have to start consuming stored grain because we have run out of the
current stock. To counter this shortage, scientists create new strains of grain that can
withstand drought and disease. This adjustment would have an effect on the grain safety
factor and shows that a country's carrying capacity can change and evolve with new
technology, especially with the fad-like focus today on the “Green Revolution;" the idea
being that if we all help a little, we can help the environment a lot. Whether or not the
theory is true is arguable, but if it is true, the caitying capacity of the involved nations
could increase steadily by such a maneuver.
It is plausible to think that the population increase is taking a large toll on our
environment, but Hardin, using this fact to Justify not extending our wealth to others.
places the value of our environment above the value of human life. His argument is that
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the reason we should not accept immigrants into our lifeboat or provide assistance is
because our ecosystem is close to its carrying capacity. To lend aid or offer refuge would
put too much stress on our environment, so we should not do it.
The idea that each land mass has a caiTying capacity is an interesting enough idea,
but to think some one person can arbitrarily create this number is foolish. Out of
thousands of researchers, which one should our nation choose to believe? What will be
our motivating factors for prefen'ing one estimate to another?
Another problem with estimating a limit on our nation’s carrying capacity is the
trend of consumption. Our carrying capacity is based on how much land we use, food we
eat. resources we consume but should the limit be based on our cuiTent rate of
consumption or on a more conservative amount? It is a commonly accepted notion that
the United States enjoys an inflated use of resources comparable to other nations. Should
we base our carrying capacity on what we are currently consuming or on what an average
person needs to survive? For instance, Scientist A’s carrying capacity for the United
States could be based on each family having an acre of land, two cars, two children and a
swimming pool. Scientist B's caiTying capacity could be based on each family having a
an apartment, one car, four children and a personal vegetable garden. There are many
factors that play into the caiTying capacity equation, some more superfluous than others,
and in order to make a decision that will negatively affect other human beings, those
supei-nuous additions must be closely evaluated.
Hardin briefly suggested that it is possible that we have already suipassed our
carrying capacity. If this was true in 1974, then now, thirty-four years later, we should be
seeing major affects of having reached our limit. One could argue that the effects are
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being felt because of depleting oil reserves or overcrowded Emergency Rooms, but what
keeps an annoyance from becoming a breach of the caiTying capacity? One factor
involved in the cairying capacity of a nation is the medical resources available to the
public. Just because an Emergency Room is full for hours, does not mean that the
population is too large to caixy successfully. It is annoying to the everyday citizen to
wait for hours for medical care but it does not imply that due to the wait time, there are
too many people.
Hardin also denies the existence of a natural dependence of nations on each other.
Countries rely on each other for tourism, trade, culture, aid in disaster and military
backing. Wliile the United States may be its own lifeboat, it is necessarily attached to
many other boats while drifting. No one country is completely independent, nor can they
afford to be. In his book Collapse. Jared Diamond counts the collaboration between
nations, especially neighboring ones, as vitally important towards the suecess of a nation.
“...Societies depend to some extent on friendly neighbors, either for imports of
essential trade goods...or else for cultural ties that lend cohesion to the
society...Hence the risk arises that, if your trade partner becomes weakened for
any reason...and can no longer supply the essential import or the cultural tie, your
own society may become weakened...This is a familiar problem today because of
the First World’s dependence on oil from ecologically fragile and politically
troubled Third World countries...”(Diamond 2005, 14).
Diamond highlights this reasoning to emphasize that no nation has the ability to isolate
itself completely.
The point is that it is in the favor of rich countries to cooperate with other
countries because together they can have a larger caiTying capacity than they do apart. If
we cut off our cooperation with China, we would lose a substantial amount of business.
Much of our economy is dependent on Chinese manufacturers. The effects of an ended
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partnership between the United Str-ttes and China would be devastating on both nations’
economies and quality of life,

h we isolate our canying capacities, it is possible that they

will actually decrease because of our interdependence on so many other nations.
The Marxist/Christian Approach
Hardin depicts the approach to the lifeboat problem of a Marxist/Christian(M/C)
to be to help everyone and tiecept all into the lifeboat. To further his point, he uses the
Marxist idea, ...From each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs”
(Hardin 1977, 263). However, Hardin has misinterpreted Marx. Marx’s idea was that we
are obligated to help everyone that we can. The ability to help is a key factor. If we have
the abilities, then we should help. Hardin wants to say that a Marxist would willingly
take everyone into their boat, without caution but that simply is not the case. The
importance ot practicality in these ideals is stressed in Marx’s quote. Hardin cannot
simply brush Marx’s intended purpose aside for his own uses.
To further his original point of the M/C. Hardin provides a statistic to demonstrate
how many poor people we would have to help to include everyone in our boat. For every
American, there would be eight poor. However, in Hardin’s lifeboat analogy this would
assume that each of the poor of the world would want, or desire to jump aboard our
lifeboat. Paul Verghese adamantly disagrees with this idea.
“Professor Hardin may have talked with some recent Indian or East European
immigrants who gave him the idea that all the world wants to come to America.
But how preposterous an idea! There may indeed be a few naive people in India,
for example, who think that the solution to the problems of their nation is for
some Indians to migrate to the USA, Canada, or Australia. But no responsible
government official or writer in India would give expression to such a point of
view”(Lucas and Ogletree 1976. 151).
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While brielly living abroad in Senegal, a country familiar with poverty. I met many
young and old people unwilling to emigrate and disgusted by the idea of leaving their
homeland. Having to leave behind your entire family and livelihood for hope of a better
life is a risky undertaking that many do attempt, but to generalize the entire world into a
statistic of this nature is absurd. It is absurd because Hardin is claiming that since there
are too many poor to be able to help them all, we should not help any. If this same
concept w'ere applied to the education system, a teacher could say there are too many
poor, unmotivated children in the world today, I might as well only teach the rich
motivated ones and not waste my time. Instead of trying to figure out a sustainable way
for distributing foreign aid, nothing is done. The problem is ignored, with the hope that it
wdll get better. Understandably, it is nearly impossible to help every person in the world.
but from this statement it does not logically follow that we should not help anyone.
Safety Factor, Second Option
In this option, Hardin claims that if we are to extend our safety factor to help
others, there are many questions that we must first ask. How do we choose those we
help? Wliat sort of system is better: help the poorest, first come, first serve? And then
w'hat do we say to those we don't help? The problem with all these questions is that they
are simply drawing our time and effort aw^ay from the main issue. There are too many
questions in lieu of action. Hardin’s questions seem to be iiTelevant when there are
people constantly struggling for help or to get “aboard” at your own border.
For comparison, the case of Hun’icane Katrina in 2005 presents a good example
of how these questions might be adhered to during a real emergency. The American
government acted first and asked questions later. After the hurricane, cities.
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neighborhoods, and communities were demolished. The American federal government,
seeing the disaster occurring to American people, saw the need and acted upon it.
However, if they had stopped and thought through the questions, as Hardin advises in the
international case, things would have happened quite a bit differently. If tlie government
had begun by asking questions instead of acting, more innocent humcane refugees would
have died of dehydration, star\ ation, disease and violent crime. “Wlio should we help
first? How do we tell the people in Mississippi that we have to help the people in
Louisiana first ?” Instead of pausing to evaluate, the government acted and thought later.
Whether or not this was a better choice than thinking the options through first is arguable
because of the future errors produced by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA)in distributing assistance. But with such an immediate emergency, time is
precious because with each moment, people’s lives are at stake.
The other question is, what do we say to those we do not help? Simply because
Hardin cannot think of a quick response to a world full of poor people does not mean we
should avoid the problem and help no one. I do not see how it matters what we say to
those we cannot help besides an apology. Our nation is used to dealing with having to
pick and choose whom to help. For example, the United States government frequently
rejects recjnests by foreigners for immigration rights or international aid without
providing any sort of explanation or apology.
But why does Hardin ask this question, what about all of the others we cannot
help? This question is drawn from guilt; it is based on an emotion felt by Hardin towards
not having the ability to help certain poor groups. Yet throughout the entirety of this
article, Hardin has a difficult time with the concept of guilt. For example, he states that
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there is no room in the rich boat for people harboring guilt. In reference to the passengers
v\'ho think that it is only from luck that we were born into our specific situations, Hardin
replies, "Some say they feel guilty about their good luck. My reply is simple: "Get out
and yield your place to others” (Hardin 1974. 2). In this instance, the feeling of guilt he
mentions reflects how one might feel when realizing the arbitrariness of each person’s
right to a certain scat. It was chance that placed each person in their appropriate raft. It
follows that if Hardin can dismiss the idea that there is room in the boat for guilt in this
instance, then there is also no room in the boat for feeling guilty about how you deal with
the people we are unable to help
Hardin's entire philosophical analogy shows no mercy or willingness for feelings
of guilt. It is out of character for Hardin to point out how difficult of a task it would be
emotionally for someone to say, ".sony guys, we can’t help you today, we chose to help
Somalia.” This empathy is out of character for Hardin, so much so that it seems he
would say anything to prove his point to be true, even if it means saying something he
does not necessarily believe. The problem with saying something he does not necessarily
believe in his argument is that it makes the argument less believable and less likely to be
taken seriously. If he truly believes that our hypothetical lifeboated country should be
completely independent from everyone else, then there is no room in the lifeboat for any
amount of empathy towards anyone else who is not onboard.
Both guilt and empathy, being emotions, have far less significance in Hardin’s
mind because they only serve as distractions from the goal of how he would survive in
the lifeboat.
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Hardin's Plan
Hardin's solution to the lifeboat problem is to help no one. We must preserve our
safety factor in case of emergencies and only try to keep ourselves afloat. He states that
this “solution clearly offers the only means of our survival"(Hardin 1974, 2). But does it
really offer the only means of our survival? Wliy would we not continue to survive if we
helped a few poor people here and there? Suiplus food that has added up over time,
surplus funds that build year after year could be rationed out to those in need without
completely depleting the hoard.
In history, each nation has had an era of struggle. The United States has received
help from many different sources without which, we might not be the super power we
presently are. Wlien the British settlers first began to inhabit America, if it were not for
the knowledge and generosity of the Indians, they would have starved in the first winter.
During the American Revolution, while fighting against the British, the American troops
received help from the French that helped to win pivotal battles that led to the British
sunender. Even now. the US is dependent on others for many resources like oil, rice and
labor. U.S. Government statistics list the imported commodities the United States
receives per year as: 32.9% of industrial supplies. 30.4% capital goods like computers
and machinery, and 31.8% of consumer goods like car parts, clothes, and medicines are
imported (CIA World Factbook 2008). These facts clearly suggest that we are more
dependent on others than we might have realized. Other countiies are under no direct
obligation to help us with our dependence on oil but they do because they also rely upon
us. They can refuse to sell us their goods or work as our labor, but they do not.
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Arguably, it is possible for one country to exist without the help of another
country. But. as Hardin would say. one never knows when one might be stmck with
laniinc or a natural disaster and need help from someone else. By ignoring the suffering
ol others completely, we create a similar attitude in them. Diamond states in Collapse
that "globalization makes it impossible for modern societies to collapse in isolation...”
(Diamond 2005. 23). Due to the web of dependence between virtually all nations, it is in
everyone's favor to help keep a society from collapsing. According to Diamond, if one
goes, another is close to follow.
In Collapse, Diamond discusses the factors that have caused different societies
throughout history to crumble. The five factors he lists are: environmental impact,
climate change, hostile neighbors, decreased support from friendly neighbors, and how a
society attempts to resolve its problems. Environmental impact can be a natural disaster,
drought, flooding, things that occur in nature beyond human control. Climate change can
be a late freeze, a longer dry season, dryer soil, rising water levels, things that occur due
to a change in temperature. Hostile neighbors affect a society’s ability to survive by
testing military strengths and resources. With hostile neighbors, a society will inevitably
encounter war(s), depleting the population in battle and resources to fuel the militai'y.
Decreased support from friendly neighbors can lead to a collapse because, as a nation is
faced with one problem where a friendly neighbor used to be a support, take away the
support and the nation must struggle to find its way alone. Lastly, how a society attempts
to resolve its problems has an impact because if the society uses force to motivate the
people, a revolution could ensue causing political confusion or if the society thought to
resolve an issue, it would be okay to enslave a certain ethnic group, a class system would
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he tormcd and peoples in one society would begin to hate each other. This would be
‘■Icnri mental

to the society because the groups no longer work together but against one

tniother, lessening the force and strength of the society (Diamond 2005, 11).
A societal collapse can be caused from one of these factors, but more frequent
lltan not, collapse is caused by two or three together. For example, the fear behind the
fccent political disputes in Kenya is that other neighboring nations will use Kenya as a
model for how they should react to disputed elections. This situation could begin a
cascade of political unrest that would only further add to the existing societal warfare
existing in the area. In short. no one can be positively affected by the collapse of another
society (Diamond 2005, 14). Each lifeboat feels the adverse affects occumng in the other
boats.
Lastly, back to the lifeboat analogy, w'e are all divided into our proper vessels.
What course of action occurred before we were placed in these certain boats to determine
which boat belonged to w'hom? In a shipwreck, the w'omen and children would have
been put in boats first, then the men, then the ship’s crew; the weakest to the strongest.
That is a traditional social custom. But in lifeboat ethics, what have the American
citizens done to deserve their good fortune? Arguably, American ancestors worked very
hard so that Americans of today could have the life they are living. But American land
was stolen from the Indians. Because it is only chance that we are bom into one boat or
another, do we have the right to refuse to give aid to another person simply because we
were arbitrarily bom into a better position?
Again, when Hardin speaks about the feeling of guilt some might have for our
“good luck,” he replies, “get out and yield your place to others.” (Hardin 1974, 2) In the
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lifeboat there is no room for guilt. But guilt exists. Every person has felt guilt at some
point in their li\ es, it is a reasonable emotion. If Hardin can appeal to emotion by feeling
empathy for those wo cannot help, he should be able to appeal to emotion and understand
a tccling of guilt for being lucky.
Within the Boat: Lifeboat Ethics Domestically
A useful and often decisive test of a philosophical theory is the theory’s flexibility
in other situations. In the case of Lifeboat Ethics, let us take it out of the international
arena and place it onto a domestic front. If we can only use Lifeboat Ethics
internationally with success, then we can see why our intuition would be that Lifeboat
Ethics is wrong. Imagine when Hurricane Katrina hit the Gull Coast; hundreds of
thousands of people were displaced without food or shelter. If we had followed Lifeboat
Ethics domestically, our government would have left the disastrous situation to fix itself
Instead, help came from all over the United States, from volunteers to loads of supplies
without which, the Gull Coast regions would still be in disaiTay. But why help each other
in this way?
Hardin would say that while other states were giving aid, they were taking
from their respective safety factor, reserved for their own citizens. The lifeboat
could be likened to this situation. If somehow a leak springs in the boat on the
and we are on the starboard side, should we, the starboard side, help them ouU
we hoard our tools in case we meet a similar fate? In this situation, it is
to leave the port side wdth their leak would be detrimental to our survival. The
regardless of size, would surely be overcome by water.

away
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In this w ay. the idea of leaving the Hurricane Katrina aftermath to be worked out
solely by those affected is absurd. It is absurd because what happens in one region of the
United States affects the rest of the country, economically, socially and politically. The
southern states' economies lost billions of dollars in the recovery process.
From this, we see that it is silly to believe that our lifeboat will be unaffected by
the disasters, or nourishing, surrounding it.
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II. Is There A Moral Obligation To Help the Poor?
Moral Theories' Responses
Gancu Hardin's Lifchoat cihics provides a model of what the world would look
like it we had no obligation to help the poor. To represent alternate points of view, I will
discuss three different moral theories: Utilitarianism. Kantian/Duty-Based ethics, and
Care ethics. My aim is to show that these three distinct moral theories converge to
provide a principle that requires us to help the international poor.
Utilitarianism
Utilitarianism says that for an action to be right all that matters are the resulting
consequences. The means to the end, the reasoning behind your action, have no bearins
on moral judgment. For example, John steals medicine from the hospital to save his
mother's life. The consequence of his action of stealing the medicine is that he saved his
mother’s life. Because saving his mother's life seems to have more intrinsic value than
the other alternative of not saving her life, his action was a good action. The Principle of
Utility stated by Jeremy Bentham, provides the central thesis for Utilitarianism. “That
principle which approves or disapproves of every action whatsoever, according to the
tendency which it appears to have to augment or diminish the happiness of the party
whose interest is in question; or...to promote or to oppose that happiness”(Timmons
1995, 100).
The Principle of Utility basically states that an action should be judged

°ttly on its

ability to add happiness and avoid pain to all involved parties. The moral goal of the
utilitarian is to act in a way that would maximize the total net happiness for everyone
involved in the action. For example, when deciding between how to help the most

people
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with a $3.()()() dc’inaiion. ilie utilitarian would weigh the possible happiness to be created
lor each person helped in order to try and maximize the moral worth of the donation. The
right action would he the one that created the most happiness for each recipient, not just
the moral aecnt.

Lhiliiarianism broadly takes each person involved into account—it's

not only about the happiness, or un-happiness of the moral agent.
With all of this in mind, do we have an obligation to help the poor? Hardin says
not at all. But the Utilitarian would first ask. “is it better to help the poor than to not help
the poor ?" If the answer is yes. then it is right to help the poor and we ai-e therefore
obligated to do so. If the answer is no. then no obligation exists.
As Jared Diamond points out in Collapse, the survival of each country is
dependent on the survi\ al of everyone else, \\dien one country is in an economic crisis,
neighboring countries are affected through trade and culture. With globalization
connecting everyone, the ways in which w'e are dependent on each other are more
apparent. The United States is dependent on other countries for resources, labor and
manufactured goods. One neighboring country's economy could crash or it could
become unfriendly and that w’ould affect our economy and well-being. The consequence
of helping others is a more cost efficient and unified force of labor and resources.
Therefore, it is better to help others than to not help because of our large dependency on
each other due to globalization.
One problem with utilitarianism is that it often depends on the empirical evidence
and the assumptions of the moral actor. He decides whether to choose one action over
another based solely on his past experiences. The problem is that there is no objectivity

The moral agent is the person who is committing the action under moral scrutiny.
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in personal experiences. In a specific situation, because we have all experienced different
things, w e would all come to different conclusions of what is right and wrong. WTien in a
dilemma, the moral actor must be able to evaluate the possible outcomes based on the
information he already know s and from that, deduce what the most likely outcomes will
be and w hich would he the best. For example, when faced with a specific scenario of
giving to the homeless, tw o different men could easily have two different ideas of what
would be morally right based on their diverse upbringings and experiences.
Another problem is that utilitarianism requires that we compare different people’s
happiness; one person's happiness can have more weight than another's. But w'ho can
decide which happiness is more important? For example, suppose a hospital has six
patients in critical need of different organ transplants. Hospital officials, acting from a
utilitarian standpoint, decide to harvest the organs tfom a perfectly healthy homeless
man. The disutility produced by the death of the homeless man pale in comparison to the
happiness produced in the organ recipients. We assume that the recipients of new organs
will be happy and that, in turn, their families will also be happy leading to a large amount
of net happiness. Whereas had the homeless man not given his organs, we can assume
the great sadness of all the families after their relatives die because there was no
immediate organ transplants available. In this example, the hospital officials have placed
the happiness of the transplant recipients above the happiness of the homeless man. But
why did they do that? Why do they get to decide?
Hardin says that by helping the poor of the world, we are only doing ourselves a
disservice. But according to a utilitarian point of view', that’s wrong. To increase the net
happiness, it would be necessary to help the poor. The net happiness of providing solely
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utilitarian world, we are obligated to act according to what would bring the
most h,
‘Ppines^
ss.
t-'aii
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^nsvvi'

lien the question arises, am 1 morally obligated to help the poor, your

'‘'‘ ould stem frtun the central thesis of utilitarianism. If by helping the poor, you

are ;'ddinu

y«u h
niak

moral obligation would span as far as the consequences to your action

a greater amount of happiness to the world than by not helping the poor, tlien
inorallv oblicated to do so. It is clear that utilitarianism requires that we

''Onie sort of effort to assist the international poor.

Kaiitii

Kthics
Kantian-based moral agent believes that it is the motivation behind an action

lhat det

unninc whether or not that action is right or wrong: that is, the consequences ha\e

no alTect
d s how

on the morality of the action. For example, "It’s not about winning or losing,
you play the game," is a duty-based attitude. The outcome of how the game is

pluyecl is irrelevant compared to why you actually played - to have fun, get in shape,
meet new' people, etc. To act morally from a Kantian-based ethic, one must take into
account Kant’s Categorical Imperative which can be formulated in many different ways
but for this paper, I will highlight the main two: the Universal Law Formulation and the
Humanity Forniul ation.
The Universal Law' Formulation states that you should act only according to a
maxim, or rule, that you can, at the same time, will that maxim to become a universal
law. When trying to decide which action to take, think of making that particular action a
maxim. Apply that maxim to the entire world. If you can consistently desire that the
whole world act in accordance with this maxim, then the action you have chosen is right,
but it you cannot will that every person follow' your maxim, your action is wrong.
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riie second part of the Categorical Imperative is the Humanity Formulation which
states that an action is right if in doing that action, you are treating other people, and
yourself, not as mere means- but as ends in themselves. We should not purposefully try
to trick anyone I'or our own benefit and we should see each person as ha\ing intrinsic
worth’ and dignit>. Because of e\ery person's value and dignity, we must not treat
anyone as merely a stepping stone to help us accomplish our goals or ends.
There is a difference howe\ er between treating someone as a means and treating
someone as a mere means. E\ eryday we treat people as means,

When w^e buy a salad.

we are using the cashier only for their occupation, when we take a taxi cab, we are using
the cab driver only for his car. In this way we are exploiting these people for the goods
they can provide, hut importantly, they have chosen to play this role. But when we treat
others as though they are not fully rational agents, w'e are treating them as a mere means.
By pretending to be X's friend, but only doing so to get a free ride, you aie treating X as
a mere means. This undermines X’s human dignity because in your eyes, X has become
less than a rational person.
For example, imagine that you are an ethicist for a dmg company that will begin
anti-malaria testing on a group of uninformed Senegalese villagers. The company wants
to know if this is morally right or wrong. As a Kantian, you first determine what is the
action—to test new drugs on an unaware group of subjects. Next, imagine that action as a
moral law - When drug testing, use unaware subjects to test for potential side effects.

By treating someone as a mere means, we treat someone without an equal respect which
Kant believes to be due to every person, (explained in further detail in the following
j^aragraph)
The intrinsic worth of a person means that Kant believes that because we are human, we
have moral w-orth. It is embedded in the definition of a human to have value and worth,
these things he uses the word dignity to summarize. Each person has dignity.
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IS

Make the law uni\ersali/able. applying it to the entire world. VMien any drug company
trying to test new drugs, they should always test on unaware groups of people. If we

can

will that the drug eompanies test their product on unaware subjects an\\'here. an>1ime,
tlien it is the right action. But in making this maxim global, we are putting ourselves at
risk, as well as our family and friends, for being tested on w

ithout consent and this we

would not w ill for ourseK es. Since we cannot will this maxim into global existence, the
act of drug testing on unaware peoples is morally wrong.
In accordance with the Humanity Formulation as

well, this action would be wrong

because it is treating people as mere means to an end. not treating them as worthy of
moral respect. The research subjects are the means and the results of the dings aie the
ends. The drug company would be looking merely at the end results of the experiment as
opposed to considering each person as having value in the experiment by obtaining their
consent before testing.
Kant believes that an action, deemed morally right according to tlie Categorical
Imperatives, is something that should be done because it is our duty. Unlike the
Utilitarian view, possible happiness created should not even be considered in choosing
between an action and the alternati ves Once we can determine the right action to take,
we are morally obligated to do so because, as Kant says, it is our duty. Not because we
want to or because it will make us look better, but because it is the right thing to do.
In response to the question, is there a moral obligation to help the poor, the
Kantian would say yes. A Kantian-duty based ethic would first say, is the maxim to not
help the poor a rule we would be willing to make universalizable? The answer to this is
no. If it were a universal moral law that no one should help the poor, we would be stuck
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with a work! ccMiiparahle lo Hardin’s litehoat ethics. Every person has been reliant on
others at some point in theii li\es lor assistance. For example, in the United States,
children are deiiendent on theii paients tor linancial assistance. If it were universal to not
help the poor, parents would no longer help their children. Secondly, if in helping the
poor, you are not treating them as a mere means to a secondary goal, then your action is
morally right. In accordance with the categorical imperatives, it becomes a moral
obligation to help the poor and part ot our duty as humans to help each other.
Because the poor are a global group, crossing all geographical barriers, it becomes
our moral obligation to help the global poor and not just certain poor groups in our area.
We are morally obligated to help, regardless of their location.
Care Ethics
Care Ethics was first realized by Carol Gilligan in response to the straightforward
ethical theories like Utilitarianism and Duty-Based Ethics. Gilligan claims that in real
life situations, if we apply a moral theory like Utilitarianism or Kantian ethics, how we
resolve moral eonHiets will not take into account any information about the individuals
involved. They are blanket ethical rules, unwilling to bend. But Care Ethics emphasizes
the role of the relationship between people by elevating the importance of each person’s
“story” or “web of relationships”. A web of relationships simply means all those
connected through friendships or family to each individual, creating a web-like
connection from one acquaintance to the next.
Care Ethics claims that in specific situations, using any one ethical principle, such
as Utilitarianism, as a cut and dry solution is not appropriate. Wlien dealing with
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individuals, w c sliould not turn to rules to determine a proper solution. Instead we should
use feelings of altruism and a need to care and be cared for to base our aettons upon.
In a Care I-.thics w orld, moral obligation is relative to the particular situation. We
arc moral 1\- obligated to act in a way that we evaluate to be the best all around according
to the gi\ en circumstances. Care Ethics calls attention to the importance of relationships
between peojde ami it is through these relationships that tmst is built. The tliought is that
we must throw out any sort of strict limiting ethical theories in order to focus on the
indiv iduals. From this, our moral obligation comes from the e.xperience and relationship
between the individuals and is based on a bond of trust.
For e.xample. the only way to save the life of a child dying of typhoid is to steal a
few doses of medicines from the hospital pharmacy. Wliat should you do? You
understand that this would be wrong if you were a Kantian or a Utilitarian but there is no
time to rationali/.e the action. To save a life, you steal tlie medicines. It is wrong to the
Kantian because you w'oiild not want your maxim of stealing medicines to be universal
and it is wrong to the Utilitarian because you are stealing medicine to help one person
and perhaps the net happiness lies in someone else who could have used the medicine.
Regardless of these theories. Care Ethics would say, with all of the relevant information
at hand, that you arc morally obligated to act out of care for each other. It is this
individual care, not a sense of duty or an idea of how much more happiness you are
producing, that drives the ethical decision making process.
In response to the question, is there a moral obligation to help the pool, the Caie
Ethicist would say yes. While the poor are not intimately linked to us as oui family or
friends, we are still all a part of a global w-eb of relationships. Each of us is connected to
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one anoilier by \ iriue of being human. To the question, to help or not to help, the Care
Ethicist woukl say rlel'initely help. To not help the poor is to ignore personal connections
and opportunities t(.> care. The web of relationships begins tightly around each moral
agent. in\ olving immediate family, and resonates outward to eventually encompass the
world. While it is debatable that those in the closer rings of the web hold more
importance to the moral agent than those farther from the center, this particular question
docs not deal in comparisons of moral importance. It is simply do we have an obligation
to help the poor. Because the poor are a large part of our relationships, we do have an
obligation to help them as opposed to not helping them. In not helping the poor, we are
cutting off that large part of our web.
It is objected that Care Ethics is too naiTOW in focus; it deals primarily with
relationships physically around us and cannot extend into the global arena. However,
that is not the case. Fiona Robinson argues that.
“An ethics of care is not about the application of a universal principle...nor is it
about a sentimental ideal. Rather it is a starting point for transforming the values
and practices of international society; thus it requires an examination of the
contexts in which caring does or does not take place, and a commitment to the
creation of more humanly responsive institutions which can be shaped to embody
expressive and communicative possibilities between actors on a global scale”
(Robinson 1999,48).
While Care Ethics seems to be primarily about our relationships with family members,
friends and fellow countrymen, it does also extend into international society. While you
may not have a personal relationship with a starving child in India, through Care Ethics,
your obligation becomes to promote the ideals of Care Ethics in a global setting. We are
morally obligated to help the poor through Care Ethics, but not just the poor we see
everyday. For example, setting up a community center in rural Haiti to bring people
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r to become more
embodies the central thesis of care. By helping others tai a\\a)
ethic of care

awi

their social and cultural relations to eitch other, we are spreading an

glohuliy
Obliuated, but I'o W hom?
, who are we actually
that it is understood what a moral obligation looks like

obii„.hed to ? Hach of the moral theories would claim that we are morally obligated to
each

^Hher. regardless of class, education, race, wealth, etc. Kant s Humanit>
is built on the idea that as humans, we are all woith> of beiiij, tieated

*‘^^pcct as rational beings. Utilitarianism focuses on acting on the option that would br' ^
the

tttosi net utility to the most people, regardless of who they aie

to take into consideration how your aetion will atlect everyone

The moral obligation
Care Ethics brings the

ethical theori
_ _ies into the hands of the individual, demonstrating a moral obligation to each
Person as they are present in eaeh moral dilemma.
These three ethical principles are in agreement that our moial obligation is to
others. It is not simply an agreement about what we should do for ourselves or our own
personal benefit. We are obligated to act in a way that takes the effects of our actions
t-tpon others into consideration.
Moral Obligation in Development Ethics
The idea of moral obligation arises in regard to development ethics for a couple of
reasons. Some of the basic questions behind development ethics come from
considerations of moral obligation. Why should I confront the problem of the global
poor and not ignore it ? As we saw in the previous section, we are morally obligated to
take others into account when we act, either as utilitarian sources of value. Kantian ends,
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or indi\ idiials in care ediics. It is not such a queer idea to think that we have an
obligation to help others. In rationalizdng the two alternatives, to help or not to help, we
follow these basic ethical principles. The Utilitarian would say if helping would increase
the greatest net utilits. then you should do it. The Kantian would say if you cannot
rationally will that the ma.xini to not help the poor he made a universal law, then it would
be wrong to ignore. Thus, the right alternative is to help. The Care Ethicist would say if
in helping you ha\ e considered the indi\ iduals involved and you have decided that
helping as opposed to ignoring is the better of the two alternatives, than the right action is
to help.
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HI. Policy and Practical Applications
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Development I jhies Is Not Merely An Ideal
Dc\ ck)pmeiit h'tliics is not a field that focuses merely on philosophical theories
and arguments. h is almost entircK dependent on practical litetheories can h

how those philosophical

e and are applictl in ditlereni cultural settings ot de\elopment. It is

important to reali/c the \ alue of \ iewine a de\elopnient situation through an ethical lens
in order to achie\c "g(HHl de\ eloimient." What makes the development "good" is if it
achieves its goals, inte’urate's the' interests ol the recipient nation, and is sustainable
(Crocker 2001 ). There are examples of both good and bad development and it is
impoitant to be able to decipher one' from the other so as

not to waste valuable resources

on development attempts destined for failure.
In this section, 1 w ill point to three different exiamples of international aid: the
Peace Corps program, the tuberculosis(TB)eradication program

through the World

Health Organi/alion (WHO), and International Remittances. These examples are models
ol how the licit lifeboats can help the poor without necessarily overcrowding theii own
boats or exceeding tmy specific carryitig capacity.
The Peace Corps presents an ideal first progratii to atialyze. Within its mission
statement aie examples of what cati be viewed as both good and bad methods of
development. The key is that the HS goveniment is not giving any direct money to a
coLintiy, only sending American volunteers there to live for two years and work on an
individual development project.
The World Health Organization's(WHO)disease eradication programs are
complicated. Because of the overwhelming need for medication for tuberculosis (TB)
patients, the WHO bases its treatment plan on a cost-benefit analysis. In the past.
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liowe\cr. this ;
‘PPioaeh has haektireii m sCNeral countries due to ditYercnces in cultural
l^clicf towards the
V' Use of niod ern medicines and how diseases work. The question raised
liere heeomcs do

a) tielp as many as \ou can afford to uith the best treatment plan or

h) help more than that

iih a less elticient plan

In this case, the WHO ehose b.

International R <.-'nuttances are a primary e\:
- amplo of how development can come
from within i 1 nation.
"Remittances are person al Hows of money from migrants to their
friends and families" im the migrant's home c●ountry 110). hi many poor countries,
remittances are the h irgest source of extei n il financiiiii; sometimes they account for move
Ilian Kvicc ihc nmouni of incornmn olT.cini aid. The implicaiions of ihe power of
remittances are

encouraging. es[ieciall\ because: the\’ do not apply strain to the economy

of the migrant countrv.
Application I: The P

eace C orps

I'he Peace C'orps de\ eloped from a speech made by President John F. Kennedy at
the University of Miehim m; ".And so . my fellow .Americans: .Ask not what your country
can do lor you - but what >ou can do for your country." The mission statement that the
Peace Corps operates under is: 1 ) to help those in willing nations meet their need for
trained individuals. 2) to promote a better understanding of Americans, and 3) to bring to
■America a belter understanding of the people of the host country. Basically, to bring
trained, energetic Americans to a foreign country where they can help, but where they
can also display a good lace lor America and upon reluming home, display a good face
lor their assigned country. The volunteers specialize in seven different fields; Education,
Youth Outreach and Community Development. Business Development. Environment,
Agriculluie, Health. UIV/AIDS, and Information Technology (1 1).
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,( Ilie Peace Corps
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It' lull ill ihcli missions. IV-.KO C’oip'' \oliiniocrs arc placct.1 in a counir> \s ith a
''pecialtN lluil ihc\ arc inosi qualiticil it' piaciicc. Hclorc ihcir icrin bc^in^, ihc N idunioors
lire trained iiuhc s
eountries.

peci! K ails in then spccialis and how it can he used in their lu'st

1 he\ are also trained intensi\el\ in the local laimnage I't the pei.'ple anK'im^i

wht'in the\ will he li \ me
years in their lu>st

etniniiA .

1 he idea is that each \ v'lunteer w ill liseand work foris^ei
a
nei'endiim tm their speeialts, they will start or continue

project tailtir-made lor th eir area h\ l isine t'll the aseraee salars t'l a U'eal eiii/t-'U1 he asiseets ot ihc Peace Corps that are ot' interest to a t.le\elopment

eihieist

include that each Nt'hiiueer's term is tor two years and each \ olunteer only reeeis es a
small stipend per month. The juirixtse of has me sohinteers stay in a placement tot isso
years is so they gain eomtort ssith their ness ens ironment ami kiu'ss Icslge s't sshat soit s't
project svill produce the maximum utility.

The first year is supposed to he sledieated iss

assimilating into life in a ness culture ansi alss' gaining the trust sif the Is'cals.

The sces'ind

year is supposed to he ss hen the s-olunteer can begin a meaningful and sustainable piojcet
created speedically for the neesls of their surroundings.
The tsvo year component adds to the sustainahilitv of the Peace Corps because the
focus of change in the community, the s idimteer, must learn and reali/e the speed ic
problems providing the most trouble for tlie people. And because the sohinteers
learned customs and cultures, they are better equipped to judge ss hat actions

has e

ss smld be

more suited tor the ideologies of the iseople, making it more likely tor the people to
follosv through once the volunteer has returned home.
The second aspect of the Peace Corps that aids in sustainability is the monthly
stipend. The stipend is meant merely to eos er the s c>lunleer from one month it' the next
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for food. liMiig and iransponat.on

1 here isn't enoueh roiMii in the salary to btiy large

boxes of seeds lo plain m \our \ illaee oi to fund a new well for water. The stipend aids
in susiainabihiy oi tlic pro|cets beeaiise ilie \ohinteer must learn to ereate solutions based
on the loeal resources m wa\s that the peojile unders

tand and ean eontinue into the future.

If for example, ihe \ohmteer bu\s seeds for their village, the village eould bceome
depenilenl on ihe existence of the

x-ds, Onee ilie \ idunteer lea\es. no more seeds and

life is back to how n uas betore.
While the snpciul is scemmelx a Irusiraiion beeause there is not extia monex tot
useful little things, n can be helpful to the ox erall goal of sustainability lor gotxl
development. I'lnler these coiultiions. the Peaee C'orps works lo help the poor without
loading them into the .\merican lifeboat or dieting into resourees

Hardin elaims must be

stored f(M‘ a possible
X emeigency.
Rcniittance.s
Another lorni of international dexelopment is ihroueh remittanees. .An
international remittance is nionev transferred from a migrant worker to his eountry ot
citizenship, hor example w hen a Cuban immigrant comes to the United States and finds
a job laying roof tile, he saxes most of his salary and instead of using it to buy things m
the United States, he sends it home to his family in Cuba. Remittances provide a way tor
affluent nations to help poorer nations w ithout oxerextending

their resources or lifeboat

capacity. I hey are transterred by w av of W'estern Union, bank accounts, physical
transfers by hand. etc.
The aspects of remittances that are of value to dex elopment ethics ate. 1) hoxx the
economies ol developing nations are affected by remittances and 2) how the ailluenl
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markets. 1-or example, .f ^ nation can e●onsisicnily accouni
llateral or stable income,
GDP as being rennttane es ● another nation would ' it-"
rate of the nation. For
Remittances mav al so prove to be eountcixw
●vdical to the poverty
example, as Sierra Lc
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International Re
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soods. It is a semi-sustainable
not require ainueni nations to directly give money org
pioject based on the

^'>penness of immigration laws

that could be improved by die affluent

nations by opening
g '^ork polieies for immigrants and relaxing bank policies for the
worker.
DOTS And The WHO
A different form of international development is through healthcare. There is an
ins medicines based on economic wealth; the poor have
unequal distribution of life-saving
limited access to the same medicines as the rich. TB is the leading infectious killer of
preventable deaths. In the 1950's. drugs were discovered to completely cure patients
with TB. However, there are obstacles to successfully treating the poor populations of
the world, those most heavily affected by TB. In the United States, TB is not an issue
because the drugs are cheap and available to all. but for the poor on a more global scale,
access to the drugs is limited. Not only are the drugs expensive, but they require patients
to take medicines daily for up to a year, long after the symptoms of TB have disappeared,
to ensure complete recovery.
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In response to the need for help, the World Health Organization (the WHO)
developed a general cross-borders plan. Directly Observed Therapy Shortcourse, DOTS
for short, was created to combat the spread of TB. Initially. DOTS was a short tenn
program, providing medications to people infected with TB. DOTS gave access of firstline drugs to the global poor community. The problem with the program begins with the
epidemiology of TB.
TB is caused by bacilli (bacteria) in the lungs. With the DOTS regimen are four
dilferent antibiotics. To kill off all of the bacilli, the patient must continue the treatment
long after symptoms have ceased. If not. the drugs will only kill a majority of the
bacteria, leaving a small fraction behind with a developed resistatice to the first line
drugs. This causes the patient who does not continue medication for the full course to
develop multi drug resistant TB (MDR-TB)for which the cure is even more difficult.
How does this concent development ethics? The DOTS program is based on a
Utilitarian cost benefit analysiIS. The WHO uses its funding in a way that would benefit
the greatest amount of people. The problem with this reasoning came after it was
realized that MDR-TB came from holes in this plan. People have a tendency to stop
taking medication after their symptoms have disappeared, causing the resistance. Since
the development of DOTS, by the recommendation of physicians world-wide, the WHO
has refurbished DOTS, adding a new dimension of community based TB medication
follow up. This concerns development ethics because we see how the decisions of one
large group affect millions afflicted with TB. An attempt to help cannot simply be about
giving someone the proper medicines because in this case, there must be follow
Up and
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education to prevent the spread of MDR-TB. a much more costly and difficult disease to
cure.

‘The WHO's adoption of DOTS - has been hailed as a victory by experts around
the world. Indeed, the WHO claims that DOTS is “the most important public
health breakthrough of the decade." The cure for tuberculosis, in this view, has at
last been discovered. Pessimists, on the other hand, call attention to the widening
gulf between the advances reported in scholarly literature and the degree of
effective control in those communities hit hardest by the disease. Some point to
the increasing microbial resistance to our best drugs; some point to our lack of an
effective \ accine. But deaths from TB, numbering in the millions, are the most
compelling rebuke to optimism"(Farmer 2001,212).
This example shows that while the DOTS program, being a huge breakthrough for the
state of TB and public health, had honorable goals in trying to eradicate TB, there were
questions that should have been asked before program implementation. It was easy in the
beginning to be blind-sided by excitement for this seemingly effective public health
initiative but due to small oversights, or a lack of program commitment from community
health workers. MDR-TB evolved and TB deaths are at an all time high.
These three examples utilize our ethical knowledge towards finding effective
ways to initiate and create successful international development. They each are radically
different in implementation and puipose but they all have the same general goal, to
"enhance human well-being” (Crocker 2001, 11). From these examples, we see how
moral theories should play a critical role in international development and foreign policy.
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IV. Conclusion
In this paper. 1 have i
'”^i‘oduccd the field of Development Ethics as a branch of
applied ethics used to conlrom issues
deals with moral and practical

^ncstions concernins how we help one anothei, but in a

global setting; how do we hand
decides? Before we can bcpi

in international development. Development Ethics

ont aid? Who gets the aid and who doesn't? Who

to tackle problems in how to help the poor, we must first

be sure that we have an obligation to do so. For the argument that there is no moral
obligation to help the global poor. I have discussed Gaiiett Hardin's Lifeboat Ethics. For
the argument that there is a moral obligation to help the global poor, I present three
ethical theories: Utilitarianism. Kantian Duty-Based Ethic, and Care Ethics. To Lifeboat
Ethics, I argue that Hardin has his analogy all wrong. Wlien dealing with real life
situations, the possible solutions he presents do not even scratch the surface of the
available options tor helping the poor. From the ethical theories and personal criticisms
against Hardin I have concluded that we do, in fact, have a moral obligation to help the
poor.
Development Ethics, how'ever, does not focus mainly on philosophical theories
but on practical applications of those theories. The final section of this paper discusses
three examples of how we can see development ethics in use. With the Peace Corps,
Labor Remittances, and the WHO,from careful analysis we can see which aspects of
these development projects are geared towards good development and which prove to be
deterrents from that goal. Examples like these show the importance of looking at cases of
international development through an ethical lens because some dilemmas arising in
international aid could be prevented by analyzing the ethical implications involved. By

I
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PJ■o^●iding a morally rich \vrly to answer certain problems about international aid, we can
niakc that aid more beneficial to those who really need it; this is the point of development
ethics.

